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Olson,
by Carol Speight
A healthy garden can be crawling with
insects, but none need be a problem.
With the arrival of summer, the gardener's reveries of
a bountiful harvest often turn to nightmares of invading
insect hordes. And, reinforced by a variety offactors (it's
" that time of year", Uncle Joe always did it, the insecticide industry is very persuasive), such nightmares are
treated like th e prophetic dreams of Joseph.
The sight (or fear) of a single cutworm produces
pounds of dust, gallons of spray, and another gar'd en
becomes addicted to pesticides.
Everyone has become familiar in recent years with th e
environmental damage caused by the widespread use of
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chemical insecticides . Their harmful and persistent effect on fish, birds and mammals (including human beings) is well-known. Less familiar is the immediate
damage to gardens and field crops themselves.
Addiction to pesticides is no fantasy . Because chemicals are often more detrimental to beneficial insects than
to the pests themselves, the target insects may rebound
in greater numbers than before insecticide application.
And "secondary pests", previously unnoticed because
their populations were controlled by beneficials, are
released from their natural checks to explode in numbers and realize their potential as problem insects. What
follows is the necessity for another "fix" , and another,
and another-usually in increasingly greater doses.
For most backyard gardeners , the addiction is not
only expep.sive and poisonous, but absolutely unnecessary. A healthy garden can be, and probably should be ,
crawling with insects, but none need be a pest. Many
plants, among them beets, carrots, chives, okra, parsley
and peppers, handle insect enemies pretty well on their
own. Others can stand up to 65% defoliation without
damage to crop production.
If a healthy habitat is maintained, the best thing to do
about bugs may be nothing . In a small garden , pest
outbreaks can often be controlled by handpicking or
water spraying. If insect damage becomes intolerable,
direct control practices may be necessary, but poisons
usually are not.
Following are some suggestions-garnered from
sources as diverse as the Farmer's Almanac and Scientific American-that may help you to create a garden
environment in which insects are not a problem and/or
to control insects without damage to your garden, your
environment, or yourself.

r:======== Beneficial Insects ========::::;,
(and their prey)
'\

Praying Mantis
(grasshoppers, crickets, flies)
Lady Beetle
(aphids, mealybugs, insect eggs)

Ant Lion
(ants and other crawling insects)

Syrphid Fly Larva
(aphids)

GARDEN HEALTH
(Preven ti ve Medicine)
The creation of a healthy garden habitat not only
minimizes the possibility of insect damage, but maintains vigorous plants which produce crops of greater
quality and quantity.
The most important component of the garden environment is rich, mellow soil. Encourage it, and its dependent organisms, by digging in plenty of rich compost and other organic matter.
The use of organic mulch that decays over the season
builds soil (and earthworm populations), conserves
moistur6), prevents weed growth, and contributes to insect control in a number of ways. The constant moisture
discourages ants , whIch actively protect aphids, mealy
bugs, and other honeydew producers. And mulch
creates desirable habitat for insect-eating toads, snakes
and other shy creatures.
Encourage and protect all such allies-a toad can eat
ten pounds of insects a month. Provide food and housing for insectivorous birds. A pool of water near the
garden attracts birds, mantids , and wasps that are predatory on insect pests . Tolerate spiders, yellow jackets and
hornets (unless they become predatory on you) .
One of the best pest preventatives is the use of resistant varieties. These are plants which have been bred for
characteristics that are unattractive to insects. These
characteristics may be physical-such as tough hairy
stems and leaves, or chemical-containing substances
that repel particular insects or affect their development.
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Ground Beetle
(cutworms and caterpillars)
Assassin Bug
(many pests and beneficials)

Braconid Wasp
(hornworm larva)
Predaceous Stinkbug
(caterpillars and harmful stinkbugs)
I

(

Lacewing
(aphids, mealy bugs, scale, mites, thrips)

Examples of resistant varieties are: Calumet, Bantam,
Erie and Lincoln Hybrid corn, whose tight-wrapped
husks discourage the corn earworn; Butternut, Table
Queen, and Royal Acorn squash , which are resistant to
squash bugs (Royal Acorn also resists striped and spotted cucumber beetles); Stono cucumbers and Hearts of
Gold cantaloupe, which stand up well to the cucumber
beetles; Savoy Chieftain and Red Acre cabbage, resistant
to the cabbage looper and imported cabbage worm.

More resistant varieties appear every year as research
in this important area advances. All seed catalogues
now note resistance of varieties to different pests (and
diseases). Take advantage of them, particularly if you
can obtain varieties resistant to pests known to be a
problem in your area.
A number of cultural practices-among them timing
of planting and picking, cultivation, crop rotation, and
interplanting-may enable you to avoid insect problems
altogether.
Effective timing (growing crops when pests are inactive) depends upon your observation of insect patterns
in your own garden. In some areas , squash should be
grown early so that vines are tough when the summer
borers arrive. In others , it can be grown late enough to
avoid them altogether. Early radishes escape maggots
and early beans may miss bean beetles. Grow pickling
cucumbers before the pickleworm invades and delay
beets until after the beet leafhopper migration. Damage
to potatoes , peas and cabbage can be minimized by
harvesting them as soon as they mature.

Cultivation, particularly fall plowing to eliminate
overwintering pupae, can have a significant effect on
next year's pest population. So can good garden sanitation. Remove harvest residues and plant refuse which
harbor overwinterers. These hazards become beneficial
in the compost pile or plowed under.
Crop rotation (following one crop by another botanically unrelated) is an important tool in insect control.
Legumes planted after grass crops like corn greatly reduce damage from white grubs, and also replace nitrogen used by the heavy-feeding grasses. The brassicascabbage, broccoli, collards, cauliflower-should be relocated every season to prevent a build-up of highly
destructive nematodes.
Interplanting and companion planting are two practices that may be combined to foil and repel bothersome
insects .
Interplanting one crop with another, instead of having large areas planted to a single variety, makes it
harder for insects to find their favorite foods.
Companion planting insect-repellant plants near vulnerable varieties is helpful. And many gardners feel that
some plant combinations- basil and tomatoes, carrots
and peas-are organically beneficial as well as pest
limiting. Other popular combinations are parsley and
asparagus , tomatoes and collards, cabbage and garlic.
Tansy is useful for repelling ants. Members of the onion
family, the savory herbs, marigolds and nasturtiums are
repellant to a variety of insects. A suggested garden
plan, incorporating interplanting and companion planting, appears on page 12.
Among other simple and effective precautions are tin
can or cardboard collars around tomatoes to foil cutworms; tar paper squares on the ground around cabbage
stems to control cabbage maggots; and rings of wood
ashes around plants vulnerable to slugs and red spiders.
A well-balanced habitat in which no single species
reaches pest proportions can probably be established in
your garden by some combination of the procedures
suggested above . Obviously, this ideal situationcreating a "natural" balance in the artificial environment of a vegetable garden- is not easily come by. Circumstances beyond the gardener'S control-late frosts,
too wet springs, 489 acres of heavily-sprayed corn next
door , epidemics that decrease populations of beneficial
insects-often free a species from the natural inhibitors
that keep it at tolerable population levels. When this
happens, interspecific competition (who'll get the tomatoes?) ensues.
DOING BATTLE
Let the insects determine the scale of the war: If your
beans are suffering a guerrilla attack from a scattered
band of beetles, you needn't bring out your entire arsenal of controls. Regular scouting and hand-picking
forays are usually decisive.
Handpicking of larger insects and their eggs is the
most desirable control method because it is discriminatory. If you know your bugs, beneficials are
selectively spared . Mechanical aids which enhance the
effectiveness and ease of this method include: Use a can
of water or kerosene to receive your hand-picked victims; shaking plants over a can of kerosene eliminates
numbers of insects too small to pick off. An inverted
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The garden plan above incorporates the pest-preventive
concepts of interplanting and companion planting. Interplanting one crop with another, instea d of having
large areas planted to a single variety, makes it harder for
insects to find th eir favorite foods . Companion planting
insect-repel/ant plants like marigolds and nasturtiums
near vulnerable varieties makes tile area less desirable to
potential p ests .
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grapefruit rind or cabbage leaf attracts nocturnal slugs
and shy earwigs (and creates a hiding place for friendly
ground beetles) . Turn them over in the morning and
dispose of the pests. Use trap plants for easy picking:
Tomato hornworms like tomatoes, but they like dill
better; a few dill plants among your tomatoes concentrate hornworms, make them more visibl e-and more
vulnerable.
Barnyard birds probably will not operate with the
sophisticated selectivity that you will , but a du ck in th e
garden will clean out slugs and sowbugs if th ey become

cantaloupe
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. , marigolds
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a problem. Hens are particularly fond of sowbugs and
earwigs , and geese of asparagus beetles .
Physical traps are also less discriminatory than handpicking, but helpful in some cases. A jar top or shallow
dish of beer buried to soil level will draw-and
drown-many slugs and a few other imbibers. Japanese
beetles can be caught in traps filled with geranium oil.
Black lights over a pail of water attract and drown flying
insects .
Waterspraying can be surprisingly effective, especially for small pests , and has the additional advantage

of removing airborn dust which is helpful to spider
mites and harmful to small natural enemies .
The use of biological controls-importing predators
or pest diseases-becomes more important every season
as r'e search discovers new allies and refines techniques .
Praying mantids and lady beetles are famous for their
work, mantids on a wide variety of insects and lady
beetles especially for aphids, scale and mealy bugs.
Because of problems with these most familiar
imports-mantids' preying on many beneficials , and
lady beetles' mobility ("flyaway home")-many gar-

Natural Controls for Harmful Insects::::=================================:::::::
Insect and Damage

Ants
Ants protect and spread

aphids.

~

Aphids
Suck juices of almost all
garden vegetables, causing wilt or death.

JIt

Bean beetles
Chew holes in pods and
eat seeds. ~

Blister beetles
Eat leaves of beets, chard,
beans, corn, cabbage, peas,
and especially potatoes .

Preventive or Control

Insect and Damage

Use sticky materials
around plant stems and
tree trunks to prevent ascent. Sprinkle steamed
bone
meal
around
mounds. Plant tansy.

Corn earworms
Eat leaves and buds of tomatoes, peppers, squash,
beans, cucumbers, and silk
and kernels of corn.

Plant nasturtiums or
painted daisies. Encourage (or buy) ladybugs or
lacewings. Crush by hand
or spray with soapy water.
Plant nasturtiums and garlic. Plant and harvest
beans as early as possible.
Encourage praying mantises.

Cabbage loopers
Eat holes in leaves of brassicas, plus beets, lettuce,
celery.

Handpick-but
wear
gloves; true to their names,
they leave a blister.
Interplant with tomatoes,
sage, rosemary, and nasturtiums .
Handpick
worms from leaf undersides. Spray with salt solution. Dust plants with rye
flour.

Cabbage worms
Eat leaves of brassicas,
stunting growth and delaying heading.

Interplant with herbs or
tomatoes. Handpick. Dust
with powdered lime. Use
Bacillus thuringiensis or
import lacewings.

Chinch bugs
Destructive to grasses
(sweet corn and lawns).

Apply compost heavily;
chinch bugs thrive on
nitrogen-deficient plants.
They dislike shade; soybeans between corn rows
provide ground cover and
nitrogen.

Corn borers
Bore into stalk and ear,
weakening plant, interrupting growth and production. Also attack
potatoes and tomatoes.

Plant resistant varieties.
Plant late. Encourage or
import ladybugs and
trichogramma
wasps.
Plow under or compost
corn stalks.
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Preventive or Control
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Cucumber beetles
Feed on leaves and spread
bacterial wilt on cucumbers , squash, and other
cucurbits; eat bean leaves
and pods.

~

Cutworms
Attack nearly all garden
crops, cutting off young
plants near the soil line.

Handpick. For corn, apply
medicine dropper full of
mineral oil to tip of each
ear after silks have wilted
and started to turn brown.

Handpick. Plant marigolds. Interplant with
radishes. Mulch heavily.
Spray with equal parts
lime and wood ashes
mixed with water.
Keep down weeds and
especially grasses in garden area. Use tin cans or
cardboard collars two
inches above and below
soil. Spread crushed
eggshell or wood ashes
around plants. Handpick.

Flea beetles
Eat small holes in leaves of Control weeds and remove
brassicas , tomatoes, beets, plant refuse. Sprinkle with
eggplant , peppers, pota- oats or wood ashes.
toes and other crops.
Early plants are especially
~!.
vulnerable.
Handpick
bugs and crush blackstriped eggs. Control
Harlequin bugs
Suck sap from leaves of weeds. Dust with sabadilla
or pyrethrum if you must.
brassicas. causing wilt.
Interplant with basil.
Handpick and drop into
Hornworms
Voracious foliage feeders kerosene unless worms
on tomato es, peppers , bear small white bodies.
eggplant, potatoes. Will These are parasites which
will kill the worm, mature,
attack green tomatoes.
and infest others.
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Japanese beetles
Eat foliage of beans, okra.
corn, raspberries , and asparagus. Larvae eat roots.
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Mealy bugs
Suck sap from leaves and
stems of many plants,
which are weakened or
killed.

Interplant with garlic.
Handpick. Treat soil with
milky spore disease. Remove weeds, plant refuse,
and weak plants.

..
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Import lacewings. Scatter
bone meal to ward off ants
which carry bugs from
plant to plant. Keep grass
out of garden.

I
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Insect and Damage

Preventive or Control
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Interplant with marigolds.
Plant early. Handpick beetles and larvae and crush
orange egg clusters. Mantids are effective.
Enrich soil with compost.
Mulch heavily. Plant
Nematodes
Damage roots and suck resistant varieties. Interplant with marigolds.
juices of
cmps, Rotate crop locations.

Mexican bean beetles
Feed on bean pods and
leaves,
which
they
skeletonize.

i ,al

Potato bugs
Defoliate potatoes, eggplant, tomatoes; especially
destructive to small
plants.

Plant potatoes near bush
beans. Mulch heavily.
Handpick beetles and
crush egg masses. Scatter
wheat bran. Release
ladybugs .

Give plants good air circulation. Spray forcibly with
Red spider mites
water (especially underFeed on leaf undersides of sides of leaves). Ladybugs
many vegetables.
love mites.

~

Make a barrier of wood
ashes or cinders. Trap unSlugs
der
inverted cabbage
Feed on leaves of almost
leaves or shingles left in
all garden crops.
garden overnight; use beer
traps.

~

Eliminate hiding places
(planks, logs, and piles of
plant refuse). Frogs and
poultry like them.
Interplant with radishes,
nasturtiums and marigolds. Plant early. Handpick
adults and eggs. Trap
Squash bugs
under boards and destroy
Suck juices of squash and in the morning. Dust with
all cucurbits; plants wilt wood ashes and hydrated
and die. May spread dis- lime.
ease.
Sowbugs
Feed on roots and tender
plant parts of many vegetables.

I

Plant early trap crop and
destroy when infested.
Remove grubs from inSquash vine borers
Bore into squash and fested stems and cover
pumpkin vines , eating with earth. Sprinkle black
holes in stems near base. pepper around vines .

•

Plow in fall and spring.
Kill exposed grubs. Keep
White grubs
grass out of (and, if possiFeed on roots and under- ble, away from) garden.
ground stems of almost all Try to avoid planting in
crops , causing wilt and newly turned sad. Rotate
death.
grass crops with legumes.

deners are turning to the more reliable lacewing. It feeds
on a wide variety of pests, including scale, mealy bugs,
aphids, whitefly, mites, thrips and caterpillars.
Trichogramma wasps have been effective on cabbage
moths, corn borers, and other pests; other wasps on scale
insects, mealy bugs , aphids and whiteflies.
The list of pest predators available for purchase grows
steadily,.as does the list of microbial insecticides , which
represent a biological control method of great potential
significance.
Fundamentally, it involves the use of microorganisms to infect specific pest species or families of
pests with destructive diseases . One of the best-known
is Bacillus thuringiensis, which can be used on more
than twenty crops, in addition to trees and ornamentals ,
for the control of 22 insect pests , all caterpillars or larvae. Bacillus thuringiensis is sold in the United States
under the trade names of Agritrol , Biotrol BTB, Parasporin, and Thuricide.
Other Bacillus pathogens, sold as DOOM and
Japidemic, cause milky spore disease in the soil-living
larvae of Japanese beetles. The specificity of these
pathogens to their target pests makes them one of the
most desirable non-chemical means of controlling insects; many others are being investigated.
As a last resort only, use the botanical poisonsrotenone, ryania, nicotine , sabadilla. These are made
from plants, are harmless to humans and higher animals
in small amounts, and break down quickly because
they're organic, but they are poisons. As such, they can
cause the same resurgence and secondary pest problems
mentioned in the beginning of this article as caused by
chemical pesticides. Botanical poison addiction is safer
for the environment at large, but may cause trouble in
the garden.
Any pesticide-no matter how short-lived or harmless to other animals- can upset the delicate balance of
life in a garden. So be selective with controlconcentrate on creating a healthy environment for
plants and animals, and let the bugs take care of themselves .
RESOURCES
The Rachel Carson Trust for the Living Environment,
8940 Jones Mill Road, Washington, D. C. 20015, maintains a revised list of pesticides classified according to
their use, persistence, human or mammalian effects, and
adverse effects on non-target organisms.

Lists of sources of natural pest enemies can be obtained
from Utah State University Extension Services, Logan,
Utah 84321 or the California State Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Entomology, Sacramento, California.

News and information about non-chemical means of
controlling insect pests appears regularly in Organic
Ga;dening and Farming, 33 East Minor Street, Emmaus,
Pa. 18049, and in The Mother Earth News, P. O. Box 70,
Hendersonville, N. C. 28739.
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Pruett Deloach and 15-pound bass.

s. C.

Grows
Them Big

South Carolina grows th em big ...
largemouth bass that is , and one 15pounder pulled from a Hampton

County pond by an enterprising
angler recently proves the point.
Pruett Deloa ch , a student at the
technical education center in
Orangeburg , caught the fish, which
is the second largest ever recorded in
the Palmetto State . The largemouth
bass is perhaps the most popular
sport fish in this state as well as
throughout the southeast.
Deloach, in recounting his experience, said he had spotted two fish on
a bed and one was the biggest he had
ever seen. The great fish ignored his
offerings for two hours before it finally took the black jelly worm Deloach had been casting into the nest
with a light spinning outfit.
After an intense 15-minute struggle, the battle between man and fish
was over.
Deloach claims there is a larger
one yet in the same pond and he is
after it. He wants to break the state
record for this species which has
stood firmly at 16 pounds, 2 ounces
since 1949.
This pond, he says, is only five
acres, which shows that small holes
can produce big fish. He won 't say
where the pond is located , however.

Surf Offers Relief for Wildlife Too
Crowds of people flock to the coast
each season to take in the sun and
surf, but apparently the surf offers
relief for wildlife as well, at least for
one doe seen by two foresters on
Waitus Island at little River in February.
Ben Stuckey reported that he and
consultant forester Dick Bishop were
working Tilghman Plantation at little
River and while driving the beach
they spotted a doe lying in the surf.
" As we approached," Stuckey said,
" thinking she was injured , she rose
to her feet and backed farther into
the water ." The doe seemed to wobble a bit, but seemed well otherwise,
he said.
Deciding the doe wasn't hurt, the
two foresters proceeded down the
beach. Returning several minutes later they found the deer again lying at
the edge of the surf.
" An hou r later," he said, " when we
checked, she had climbed the dunes
and disappeared into the underbrush. "
56

After examining her tracks and actions, Stuckey said he and Bishop
concluded that "t he doe had just
dropped a fawn, and had been lying
in the saltwater for relief."
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